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ABSTRACT
Many researchers are now dedicating their efforts to study-
ing interactive modalities such as facial expressions, natural
language, and gestures. This phenomenon makes communi-
cation between robots and individuals become more natural.
However, many robots currently in use are appearance con-
strained and not able to perform facial expressions and ges-
tures. In addition, although humanoid-oriented techniques
are promising, they are time and cost consuming, which
leads to many technical difficulties in most research stud-
ies. To increase interactive efficiency and decrease costs, we
alternatively focus on three interaction modalities and their
combinations, namely color, sound, and vibration. We con-
duct a structured study to evaluate the effects of the three
modalities on a human’s emotional perception towards our
simple-shaped robot “Maru.” Our findings offer insights into
human-robot affective interactions, which can be particu-
larly useful for appearance-constrained social robots. The
contribution of this work is not so much the explicit pa-
rameter settings but rather deepening the understanding of
how to express emotions through the simple modalities of
color, sound, and vibration while providing a set of recom-
mended expressions that HRI researchers and practitioners
could readily employ.

Keywords
Color; sound; vibration; emotional expression of a robot;
multi-modality interaction; human-agent interaction (HAI).

1. INTRODUCTION
As Cynthia Breazeal [2] claimed, robots are actually a

really intriguing social technology and have the ability to
“push our social buttons.” People respond to social media
(robots in particular) similar to how they respond to peo-
ple, especially if the robots communicate with people us-
ing the same body language and other nonverbal cues that
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people use. Thus, more and more researchers are now dedi-
cating their efforts to studying human-like robots. Unfortu-
nately, such robots are high cost and technically difficult to
design. To date, a range of robots currently in use for ap-
plications such as search and rescue and domestic purposes
(cleaning robots) are not designed to be anthropomorphic,
meaning that their abilities in affective expression are highly
restricted [7, 6, 33]. While such robots may not require rich
expressivity, they do need to have certain abilities to show
affection. [6, 7] addressed such an issue. For example, vic-
tims may perceive a rescue robot as “creepy” so that such
a robot needs to convey affect to reduce their intense emo-
tions. There is a significant challenge in finding what other
effective interactive modalities these appearance-constrained
robots can employ to support affective human-robot inter-
action.

To tackle such limitations and make interaction design
simple, low cost, and intuitive, we probe three modalities:
color, sound, and vibration. Previous studies have shown
their impact on a person’s perception [21, 36, 34]. How-
ever, few papers have comprehensively evaluated the effect
of these modalities in scenarios involving affective commu-
nication with a social robot. Thus, this leads our research
question as to how the three modalities affect a human’s
emotional perceptions through expressions.

In this work, we work through a structured process to
reach our design. We survey a number of pieces of literature
to form our fundamental assumptions, and further build our
prototypical social robot “Maru” for an experiment. On the
basis of the results, we recommend a set of nine expressions
that can well express affection.

2. RELATED WORK
Affective communication for social robots has been dis-

cussed intensively in recent years. Various robots are now
designed, from humanoids to androids, to be able to estab-
lish interactions with humans [3, 1, 16]. They have been
intensively studied in various scenarios such as education
[35, 14], autism therapy [5, 11], guidance [18], and driving
support [17, 25]. For such social robots, natural language
has been considered to be a significant interactive modal-
ity. However, the current state-of-the-art in natural lan-
guage and related technologies is still far from satisfying
[37]. Previous research has shown that over 80% of human
communication is encoded in facial expressions and body
movements [32]. Hence, non-verbal cues are viewed as es-
sential affective communication methods [7]. For instance,
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Figure 1: The circumplex model of affect.

facial expressions have been a popular mechanism for show-
ing affection with robots as well as body movement [9, 8, 24,
31], posture [9, 8, 24, 31], and orientation [9, 8, 10, 28].

Although such interaction methods are natural and effec-
tive, they are limited by the embodiment of robots. As many
currently-in-use robots are appearance-constrained, they do
not have the abilities to provide social cues through modali-
ties such as facial expression, gesture, and gaze [7, 6]. Thus,
it is important to explore other interactive modalities that
are simple, low cost, but intuitive.

Three alternative modalities, namely color, sound, and vi-
bration, have also been investigated particularly in HCI and
psychology. For instance, a number of studies on the role
of color and light [23, 22, 26, 27, 34, 15] have been carried
out; a handful of studies, particularly on semantic-free utter-
ances (SFU), have explored the design of sounds that allow
emotion and intent expressions with machines [19, 21, 20,
37]; Vibration feedback has mostly been studied as an aux-
iliary means to support the communication of emotions [30,
36, 4]. However, no previous work discussed affective inter-
action through combinations of the three modalities. Such
multi-modal approaches are important since there are cur-
rently no sound principles for expressing particular emotions
though single modalities.

Particularly, [13] investigated different light behaviors (for
a single LED) as a means to convey a system’s states to a
user. Our approach is adapted and improved from their
well-structured design process.

3. EXPRESSION DESIGN
The circumplex model of affect [29] is used to map emo-

tions onto a valence-arousal space (see Figure 1). In this
model, emotions can be represented at levels of valence and
arousal. It can offer benefits to maximize diversity if we fo-
cus on four emotions, relaxed, happy, sad, and angry, since
each emotion can be mapped onto a different quadrant of
the valence-arousal space. Specifically, relaxed is of posi-
tive and low arousal, happy is of positive and high arousal,
sad is of negative and low arousal, and angry is of negative
and high arousal. Most emotions in the same quadrant are
similar to each other but quite different from other quad-
rants. For instance, calm and serene are close to relaxed
but distinct from happy. Therefore, we say that the four
emotions can still represent participants’ perceptions to the
greatest extent without introducing additional complexity if

more emotions are introduced. The remaining parameters
regarding color, sound, and vibration modalities are selected
on the basis of this model.

3.1 Meta-Analysis
We first surveyed a number of related pieces of literature

to decide on a set of basic expressions that represent the
mappings between each single modality and the emotions.
Further, mixed-modality expressions were built upon these
basic expressions.

3.1.1 Color
According to [1], green elicits the feeling of excitement,

and red was stated as being tiring and depressive. Similarly,
[26] supports the idea that the color green attained the most
positive emotion, and [22] claims that a strong color (espe-
cially red) puts the brain into a highly excited state and
might induce a bad mood. Moreover, [27] reviews various
studies on mapping emotional states onto colors. The stud-
ies suggest that white means peaceful, blue means depressed,
and red means angry.

We found that mappings between emotional states and
colors are conflictive on the basis of the above studies, which
means that different authors may suggest different relation-
ships between emotions and colors. Nevertheless, we se-
lected the mappings that were supported by most researchers.

3.1.2 Sound
Affective sounds, especially non-linguistic utterances (NLUs),

are weighted much. For example, [19] suggests that, when
beep sounds with upward slopes (increasing intonation) are
presented from a computer, people perceive the computer’s
attitude as showing “disagreement” regardless of the dura-
tion of the beeps and that, when slower downward slopes
(decreasing intonation) with a longer duration are presented,
the computer’s attitude is interpreted as “hesitation”. Basi-
cally, “disagreement” can be interpreted as an emotion con-
sisting of negative affection and a high level of arousal, while
“hesitation” consists of a negative emotion with a low level
of arousal. As a result, we claim that both suggestions also
hold if “disagreement” and “hesitation” are replaced by the
emotions “angry” and “sad.”

3.1.3 Vibration
Vibration is mostly investigated as an auxiliary modal-

ity for conveying affection in various HCI related studies.
To our knowledge, no study uses single vibration modalities
to communicate affection. [30] and [36] infer that levels of
vibration intensity are associated with different emotions.
Hence, we decided to associate relaxed with a mildly intense
vibration, happy with highly intense vibration (lower than
that for angry), sad with low intense vibration, and angry
with a highly intense vibration.

3.2 Pre-Design Session
We asked a panel of five researchers (members of our re-

search group; one female) to discuss the selection of emo-
tional expressions. None of them were familiar with our
project before joining the session. The design session lasted
for about 30 minutes. We asked them to comment on the
parameters we currently decided on and give suggestions on
expressing relaxed and happy through sound modality.

To be specific, we started by asking the researchers if they
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Table 1: Assumptions of mappings between single modality and emotion, forming 12 basic expressions.
Emotion Color(c) Sound(s) Vibration(v)
relaxed white c1 flat beep sound s1 mildly intense vibration v1
happy green c2 flat beep sound (louder than s1) s2 highly intense vibration (lower than v4) v2

sad blue c3 falling beep sound s3 low intense vibration v3
angry red c4 rising beep sound s4 highly intense vibration v4

Table 2: List of all 28 candidate expressions; 1 - 12
are basic expressions, 13 - 28 are mixed-modality
expressions.

1 c1 15 cs3
2 c2 16 cs4
3 c3 17 cv1
4 c4 18 cv2
5 s1 19 cv3
6 s2 20 cv4
7 s3 21 vs1
8 s4 22 vs2
9 v1 23 vs3
10 v2 24 vs4
11 v3 25 cvs1
12 v4 26 cvs2
13 cs1 27 cvs3
14 cs2 28 cvs4

were satisfied with our basic expressions. Although the re-
searchers are all agreed with the mappings, they mentioned
the possibility that some participants might not take these
mappings as a ground truth. Thus, we decided to treat the
basic expressions as assumptions but not as true relation-
ships that are accepted by everyone. The researchers also
suggested using a flat beep sound to express both relaxed
and happy emotions. To differentiate between the two, the
beep sound associated with happy was made louder since
happy is of higher arousal than relaxation.

3.3 Candidate Expressions
Our set of candidate expressions consisted of basic expres-

sions (expressions through one single modality) and mixed-
modality expressions (expressions through multiple modali-
ties). Table 1 shows 12 basic expressions. Each of them was
assigned with a unique code, for example a white color ex-
pression was assigned with“c1,”and a falling beep sound was
assigned with“s3.”On the basis of them, we further designed
16 mixed-modality expressions. Specifically, each mixed-
modality expression was a combination of two or three basic
expressions from the same emotion category. Their names
were decided by mixing codes of combined modalities fol-
lowed by a number indicating which emotion category of
the basic expressions they belonged to. For instance, cvs1
is a mixed-modality expression that consists of three basic
expressions, c1, s1, and v1. Table 2 demonstrates all the
candidate expressions, where Nos. 1 to 12 are basic expres-
sions, and Nos. 13 to 28 are mixed-modality expressions.

3.4 Assumptions
We made assumptions to design our set of candidate ex-

pressions. On the basis of a survey of related literature,
we first assumed a set of basic mappings between single

modalities and emotions. Further, we assumed that valid
mixed-modality expressions should be combinations of basic
expressions from the same emotion categories. The benefit
of doing so was that the size of our design space was sig-
nificantly reduced. We cut down the number of candidate
expressions from the original number of 124 (allowing any
combination of modalities) to the current number of 28.

We are aware of the bias we introduce when such assump-
tions are made. However, since we do not take our assump-
tions as a ground truth for the participants, we claim that
our results are minimally affected by the bias.

3.5 Maru the Robot
We built Maru as a prototypical social robot to carry out

the user experiment. We applied a minimumal design and
intentionally made Maru’s embodiment and appearance sim-
ple while still having the attribute of anthropomorphism.
Maru is made of two pieces of hollow, semi-spherical Sty-
rofoam. Four LEDs (white, green, blue, and red) are as-
sembled behind each of its eyes. In addition, a speaker is
used to generate beep sound cues, and a vibration motor is
attached to the inner body to produce vibration cues. An
Arduino UNO board is programmed to control the robot.
Figure 2 shows Maru and how it expresses emotions through
the three modalities of color, sound, and vibration and their
combinations.

4. EXPERIMENT
Twenty-four Japanese in total (12 males, 12 females) rang-

ing from 20 to 39 years old (M = 29.09, SD = 5.90) were re-
cruited for the experiment. All of them were native Japanese
speakers with a certain amount of knowledge on English. In

Figure 2: Maru and its expressions made through
color, sound, and vibration.
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addition, none of them had experience in using or working
with a robot.

4.1 Procedure
Maru was placed in front of the participants at a distance

of about 50 cm (see Figure 3). The Arduino UNO board
inside its body controlled all of its expressions. Before the
experiment started, the experimenter briefly explained the
purpose and setting of the study. The participants were
required to complete a short pre-questionnaire consisting
of demographic information and questions regarding expe-
rience with robots. After finishing the pre-questionnaire,
the experimenter started the experiment. In total, 28 tri-
als were conducted for each participant, where in each trial,
Maru repeatedly performed a single expression (1-second-
long expression followed by a 1-second pause; all modalities
were synchronized) from the candidate set.

The expressions were randomized across participants. Each
trial lasted for 10 seconds, and between each two trials,
the participants had a 20-second pause to select one emo-
tion out of the four (relaxed, happy, sad, and angry) that
they believed Maru had just expressed. After all the trials
were completed, the experimenter ended the experiment and
thanked the participants.

5. RESULTS
We summarized the answers from all 24 participants. Fig-

ure 4 provides an overview of the experimental results. For
each candidate expression, the selection rate (SR), indicat-
ing how many participants perceived an expression as a par-
ticular emotion, was counted with regard to each of the four
emotion categories. Because the total number of partici-
pants was 24 in this experiment, the value of the selection
rate ranges from 0 to 24. For instance, c2 has a SR of 0 re-
garding the emotion of anger as no participant perceived c2
as angry when Maru expressed it, but it has SRs of 11, 11,
and 2 with regard to relaxed, happy, and sad, respectively.

In addition to the SRs, we gathered participants’ subjec-
tive comments on our expression design through open ques-
tions in post-questionnaires. We believed that feedback from
users would also be essential to our selection of expressions.

5.1 Criteria for Selecting Expressions

Figure 3: Experiment setting.

We analyzed the candidate expressions with regard to the
four emotions separately. For the evaluation, we first intro-
duced two criteria to select good expressions: (1) an expres-
sion must have a strong interpretation regarding an emotion
(selection rate in the top quartile, or in other words, above
the third quartile), and (2) an expression must be iconic,
meaning that it has only one dominant perception among
the four emotions. For instance, an expression is ambiguous
and not desirable if the participants perceive it as more than
one emotion.We assessed the iconic-ness for each candidate
expression that meets criteria (1). To evaluate, we used one-
sample tests of proportions with a multinomial test. For
each test that was significant, we further conducted post-
hoc multinomial tests with Bonferroni correction for multi-
ple comparisons. Because of the four emotion categories, the
hypothesized probability that each emotion would be cho-
sen at random regarding an expression was set to one-fourth
(25%, which is the probability of a random guess).

After a selection based on the two criteria, we discarded
expressions that were not in line with the participants‘ com-
ments. The reason for doing so is that we believe that the
collected comments reveal the participants’ perceptions of
our design. For example, the participants expressed their
opinions through open questions such as “How do you think
of the robot expressing emotions through color/sound/vibration.”
Twenty-three out of the 24 participants answered the open
questions. In Table 3, we summarize the representative
viewpoints that were given by at least three participants.
Nine expressions (Figure 4, shaded area) were selected as
our recommended set of emotion expressions made through
color, sound, and vibration. We now describe them with
regard to each emotion category respectively.

5.1.1 Relaxed
We recommend c1 for expressing a relaxed emotion. It

also has the highest selection rate in the relaxed category
(see Figure 5). Although both cv1 and cs2 also met criteria
(1) and (2), they were discarded because of the participants’
comments (d) and (f) (see Table 3).

A multinomial test indicated a significance difference in c1
(p<0.01). Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction suggest
that the result for relaxed was significant [see Table 4 and
Figure 9(a), significantly above 25%, p<0.001], while results
for the other three emotions were not (happy: n.s.; sad:

Table 3: Summary of representative comments from
participants. Numbers in parenthesis indicate num-
ber of participants who gave comments.

a It was difficult to recognize the happy emotion.(7)

b
Color is the most important modality for expressing
affection.(8)

c Using vibration alone was confusing.(4)

d
Vibration conveys negative emotions, and a highly
intense vibration especially conveys angry.(6)

e
Rising/falling sounds were easily recognized as an-
gry/sad, but flat sounds were difficult to interpret.(7)

f
It was difficult to recognize the relaxed emotion when
sound was used.(3)

g
Using multiple modalities is better understandable
than using a single modality alone.(6)
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Figure 4: Overview of our results. Selection rate
(SR), ranging from 0 to 24, indicates how many par-
ticipants mapped expressions onto emotions; shaded
area shows nine recommended expressions.

Table 1

Modality sum

c1 15

cv1 12

cs2 12

c2 11

cv3 10

v1 10

v3 10

cs1 10

cvs1 10

c3 9

s1 6

cv2 6

vs1 6

s2 4

s4 4

cvs2 4

vs2 3

v2 2

cs3 2

c4 1

s3 1

cvs3 1

v4 0

cv4 0

cs4 0

vs3 0

vs4 0

cvs4 0

0

4

8

12

16

c1 cv1 cs2 c2 cv3 v1 v3 cs1 cvs1 c3 s1 cv2 vs1 s2 s4 cvs2 vs2 v2 cs3 c4 s3 cvs3 v4 cv4 cs4 vs3 vs4 cvs4

10
quartile 3

interpretation rates (IR)

c1
cv1
cs2
c2

cv3
v1
v3

cs1
cvs1

c3
s1

cv2
vs1
s2
s4

cvs2
vs2
v2

cs3
c4
s3

cvs3
v4

cv4
cs4
vs3
vs4

cvs4
0 4 8 12 16

10
quartile 3

Counting

�1

Figure 5: Selection rates (SR) for relaxed emotion
category.

Table 4: Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction
on c1; see Figure 9(a).

p(relaxed) p(happy) p(sad) p(angry)

c1
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

n.s. n.s.
p<0.01,

significantly
under 25%

n.s.; angry: significantly under 25%, p<0.01). In addition,
the selection of c1 met our assumptions as we assumed the
mapping between the color white and relaxed emotion (see
Table 1).

5.1.2 Happy
No expressions met our selection criteria in the happy cat-

egory (see Figure 6). Although the four expressions had SRs
above the third quartile, post-hoc tests showed that none
of the four expressions were iconic [see Table 5 and Figure
9(b)]. This meets comment (a) suggesting the difficulty of
recognizing the happy emotion.

5.1.3 Sad
We recommend cvs3, vs3, cs3 and s3 for expressing a sad

emotion. They had the top five selection rates in the sad
category except for s2 (see Figure 7). We conducted multi-
nomial tests for the top six expressions that met criteria
(1). Table 6 and Figure 9(c) show the results of post-hoc
tests with Bonferroni correction, indicating that all the six
expressions also met criteria (2).

We further discarded s2 and s1 because of comment (e).
All of the remaining four expressions formed our recommend
expressions for sad, which consist of basic expressions that
are mapped to the sad emotion (c3: blue color; v3: low
intense vibration; s3: falling beep sound). This also met our
assumptions.

5.1.4 Angry
Four expressions, cvs4, cv4, vs4, and cs4, are recommended

for expressing an angry emotion. These are the top five
scores in the angry category except for v4 (see Figure 8).
Similar with the sad category, all of the top six expressions
were iconic in the angry category [see Table 7 and Figure
9(d)].
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Table 1

Modality sum

c2 11

cv2 8

cvs2 8

c1 7

c4 6

cs1 6

cs4 6

cv1 5

cs2 5

s4 5

s3 5

cvs1 4

c3 4

v1 3

cs3 3

v4 3

vs2 2

cvs3 2

s1 1

vs1 1

s2 1

v2 1

vs3 1

vs4 1

cvs4 1

cv3 0

v3 0

cv4 0

0

3

6

9

12

c2 cv2 cvs2 c1 c4 cs1 cs4 cv1 cs2 s4 s3 cvs1 c3 v1 cs3 v4 vs2 cvs3 s1 vs1 s2 v2 vs3 vs4 cvs4 cv3 v3 cv4

6
quartile 3

interpretation rates (IR)

none

c2
cv2

cvs2
c1
c4

cs1
cs4
cv1
cs2
s4
s3

cvs1
c3
v1

cs3
v4

vs2
cvs3

s1
vs1
s2
v2

vs3
vs4

cvs4
cv3
v3

cv4
0 3 6 9 12

6
quartile 3

sum

none

�1

Figure 6: Selection rates for happy emotion cate-
gory.

Table 5: Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction
on c1; see Figure 9(b).

p(relaxed) p(happy) p(sad) p(angry)

c2 n.s. n.s. n.s.
p<0.05,

significantly
under 25%

cv2 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
cvs2 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

c1
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

n.s. n.s.
p<0.05,

significantly
under 25%

Further, we discarded v4 and c4 because of comments (c)
and (g). All of the four recommended expressions consisted
of basic expressions that were mapped to the angry emotion
(c4: red color; v4: highly intense vibration; s4: rising beep
sound), which again met our assumptions.

6. DISCUSSION
On the basis of our analysis results, we recommend a set

of nine emotional expressions that can well convey affection
(see Figure 4, shaded area). For a relaxed emotion (positive
valence and low arousal), we suggest c1. For sad (nega-
tive valence and low arousal), we suggest four expressions,
cvs3, vs3, cs3, and s3. For angry (negative valence and high
arousal), we suggest four expressions, cvs4, cv4, vs4, and
cs4. Unfortunately, we did not find any good expressions
for happy (positive valence and high arousal) emotion. A
possible reason may be that the assumptions we made for
the happy category are inadequate. It is also possible as we
find that people tend to perceive highly intensive expressions
as negative emotion rather than positive emotions.

We conclude from our findings that expressions made though
the three modalities are capable of conveying various emo-
tions. In particular, the color modality, among the three,
was found to be the most important for communicating af-
fection. Sound and vibration are considered to show a cer-
tain bias toward some emotions. On the basis of our findings,
we offer six suggestions as general design guidelines:

I. It is better to use expressions that contain color modality;

II. When expressing sadness, a falling sound is strongly rec-
ommended;

Table 1

Modality sum

cvs3 19

vs3 19

cs3 19

s2 16

s3 16

s1 13

cv3 12

c3 11

cs1 7

s4 7

v3 7

vs1 7

cvs1 6

cvs2 6

cs2 5

v2 5

cv1 4

v1 4

vs2 4

cv2 3

vs4 3

c1 2

c2 2

cv4 2

cs4 1

v4 1

c4 1

cvs4 0

0

6

12

18

24

cvs3 vs3 cs3 s2 s3 s1 cv3 c3 cs1 s4 v3 vs1 cvs1 cvs2 cs2 v2 cv1 v1 vs2 cv2 vs4 c1 c2 cv4 cs4 v4 c4 cvs4

12
quartile 3

interpretation rates (IR)

cvs3
vs3
cs3
s2
s3
s1

cv3
c3

cs1
s4
v3

vs1
cvs1
cvs2
cs2
v2

cv1
v1

vs2
cv2
vs4
c1
c2

cv4
cs4
v4
c4

cvs4
0 5 10 15 20

12
quartile 3

sum

�1

Figure 7: Selection rates for sad emotion category.

Table 6: Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction
on cvs3, vs3, cs3, and s3; see Figure 9(c).

p(relaxed) p(happy) p(sad) p(angry)

cvs3
p<0.05,

significantly
under 25%

n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

n.s.

vs3
p<0.01,

significantly
under 25%

p<0.01,
significantly
under 25%

p<0.001,
significantly
above 25%

n.s.

cs3 n.s. n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

p<0.01,
significantly
under 25%

s3
p<0.05,

significantly
under 25%

n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

n.s.

III. When expressing anger, a rising sound and highly in-
tense vibration are strongly recommended;

IV. Use multiple modalities rather than a single modality,
if possible;

V. It is better not to use vibrations for positive emotions.

VI. It is much easier to express negative expressions rather
than positive expressions.

For each emotion, we selected all of the expressions that
met our criteria rather than pick only the best one. This is
because there might not be one best expression that holds
for everyone. Instead, we offer a set of good expressions
so that variety and flexibility are promised. A practical is-
sue could be of the various designs of robotic platforms. A
robot may not be able to perform expressions through all the
three modalities, especially vibration. Thus, for designers
who would apply our findings to their projects, we suggest
that they start with choosing the expressions that have the
highest selection rates while meeting their hardware config-
urations and that they further adjust their choices on the
basis of the performance.

Our assumptions on basic mappings between each single
modality and emotion formed our set of basic expressions, on
the basis of which we further designed the mixed-modality
expressions. Noticeably, we never made these assumptions
as a ground truth for the participants. In other words, we
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Table 1

Modality sum

cvs4 23

cv4 22

v4 20

vs4 18

cs4 17

c4 16

vs2 14

v2 12

vs1 9

s4 8

v3 8

v1 7

cv2 6

cvs2 5

s1 4

s2 3

cv1 3

cvs1 3

vs3 2

cs2 2

cv3 2

cvs3 2

s3 2

c3 1

cs1 1

c1 0

c2 0

cs3 0

0

6

12

18

24

cvs4 cv4 v4 vs4 cs4 c4 vs2 v2 vs1 s4 v3 v1 cv2 cvs2 s1 s2 cv1 cvs1 vs3 cs2 cv3 cvs3 s3 c3 cs1 c1 c2 cs3

14
quartile 3

interpretation rates (IR)

cvs4
cv4
v4

vs4
cs4
c4

vs2
v2

vs1
s4
v3
v1

cv2
cvs2

s1
s2

cv1
cvs1
vs3
cs2
cv3

cvs3
s3
c3

cs1
c1
c2

cs3
0 6 12 18 24

14
quartile 3

sum
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Figure 8: Selection rates for angry emotion category.

Table 7: Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction
on cvs4, cv4, vs4, and cs4; see Figure 9(d).

p(relaxed) p(happy) p(sad) p(angry)

cvs4

p<0.01,
significantly
under 25%

25%

p<0.05,
significantly
under 25%

25%

p<0.01,
significantly
under 25%

p<0.001,
significantly
above 25%

cv4
p<0.01,

significantly
under 25%

p<0.01,
significantly
under 25%

n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

vs4
p<0.01,

significantly
under 25%

n.s. n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

cs4
p<0.01,

significantly
under 25%

n.s. n.s.
p<0.001,

significantly
above 25%

did not interpret if the participants correctly recognized an
expression. In fact, our purpose for introducing assumptions
to the design process was to reduce the size of our design
space (we successfully cut down the number of candidate
expressions from 124 to 28). We only wanted to find the
expressions that can well convey emotions. As the selected
expressions all met the assumptions we made, we believe
that the bias caused by these assumptions was not strong
enough to affect the experimental results. Thus, we claim
that our design process was appropriate and our recommen-
dation of the expressions is valid.

The generality of our results may be restricted due to the
design of our robot Maru. Maru was built to have two eyes
to gain the attribute of anthropomorphism, and LEDs are
attached behind the eyes. As a result, expression through
color modality is achieved by Maru “blinking” in the eyes.
There is thus the possibility that our results (particularly ex-
pressions with regard to color modality) depend on the face-
like appearance of the robot. However, because of humans‘
intrinsic mechanism of anthropomorphizing things [12], we
say that the generality of our findings is minimally affected.

This work can be further explored. For example, we re-
stricted our set of candidate expressions to avoid too large
a design space. We made our assumptions on the map-
pings between single modalities and emotions, and we fur-
ther designed mixed-modality expressions on the basis of
these assumptions. As a result, many other combinations of
modalities are out of discussion. How expressions through

those conflicting modalities affect a human’s emotional per-
ceptions is unknown. Further exploration may reveal an
interesting phenomenon.

When we evaluated our candidate expressions, we only
considered the combinations of basic parameters (color for
color modality, pitch variation for sound modality, and level
of intensity for vibration modality). However, explicit val-
ues of such parameters have not been studied thoroughly.
In addition, many other parameters such as duration could
also affect people’s emotional perceptions towards the ex-
pressions. Thus, it is important to further explore the set-
ting of parameters on the basis of our current findings.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed our research on how to express

emotions with a social robot through three modalities: color,
sound, and vibration. We worked through a structured de-
sign process to carefully select a set of expressions that can
well convey emotions. Our study began with a broad liter-
ature survey followed by a pre-design session. This resulted
in a set of 28 candidate expressions that consist of one or
multiple modalities. The results suggest, in total, nine best
expressions that can well convey relaxed, sad, and angry
emotions, while no expression can be recommended for the
happy emotion. We claim that our findings possess good
diversity, as each of the four emotions was mapped onto a
particular quadrant of a valence-arousal space (the circum-
plex model).

Although most current studies on affective communication
are focused on interaction modalities such as facial expres-
sions, natural language, and body gestures, their limitations
cannot be ignored. They in general suffer from high cost and
technical difficulties. In addition, many of the present robots
are designed without the capability to make natural interac-
tions, especially through facial expressions and human-like
body gestures. The three modalities, in comparison, have
the advantage of being simple, low cost, and intuitive. This
paper suggests multi-modal approaches for affective commu-
nication for an appearance-constrained robot, for instance,
a rescue and search robot or a domestic-use cleaning robot.
We believe that designers in HRI as well as other related
fields will find our results beneficial.
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